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Abstract

Communication secrecy in the wireless systems has unique challenges due to broadcasting nature of the radio waves, as

compared to its wire-line counterpart. At the same time, different and independent perceptions of the transmitted signal by the

legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper provide new opportunities for secure communication. The distinctness in the physical

propagation environment, e.g., in received power, wireless channel, and location of the legitimate and illegitimate nodes, when

coupled with random and unique signatures, can be exploited for secure communication without using secret keys. In this paper,

fundamental stages as well as requirements of the physical layer (PHY) security in information transmission are reviewed from

a novel perspective. Then, main performance metrics in secure communication are surveyed including from information theoretic

measures to practical considerations along with associated generalizations. The presented comprehensive viewpoint of PHY security

stages and metrics is helpful to better understand the techniques exploiting the physics to secure the information in the lowest

layer of the communication system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The communication between distant entities requires exposing the message to outside world in some form of signal

transmission. When the physical propagation medium between the transmitter and receiver is not perfectly secured, information

transmission comes with confidentiality issues. That is, the transmitted signal is subject to be captured by an unintended third

entity with not so good intention, i.e., eavesdropper. Security risk in the propagation can be due to protocol-based such as

shared medium, or physical phenomenons such as wireless propagation of radio waves. In particular to wireless systems,

although broadcasting nature of the radio waves provides benefits such as connectivity, support of mobility, and flexibility in

communication distance, wireless transmission leads to security vulnerabilities due to the lack of physical boundaries preventing

the eavesdroppers from capturing the transmitted message.

The key for achieving secure communication is to put the eavesdropper at a relative disadvantage compared to the legitimate

receiver [1]. This can be performed by some cooperation between the transmitter and the receiver such as encryption/decryption,

which has been a widespread method for securing the data in both storage and transmission phases. The other approach is

to exploit the discrepancies in the physical characteristics of the propagation environment. Namely, nonidentical observations

of the transmitted signal by the legitimate and illegitimate receivers, stemming from wireless channel, location, and antenna

configurations can be the enabling factor for secure communication.
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